
CANDIDATES QUESTIONNAIRE for Prospective Board Members 2024 

Please note – there is a 100-word limit on all answers. 

Name: _________________________________________________________ 

1. Why do you wish to serve on the ASCA Board of Directors?

2. What is your school council experience?

3. How will your greatest strength help you perform as a board member?

4. What do you see as the top priority or challenge for K-12 parents in the province?

5. Give an example of how you have dealt with differing perspectives:

Download and save this form before completing.



 

 

6. Have you reviewed the time commitment required to be a Director?   Yes        How do you see yourself 

balancing your professional and personal life to manage the duties of a board member?  

 

 

 

 

7. Do you have affiliations/involvement that may affect/influence your performance as a board member or be 

perceived as a conflict of interest? (e.g. family, political, volunteer, employment, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

8. On which social media platforms do you have a profile or presence, in either your own name, a 

business/organization name, or an alias? (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter “X”, Instagram, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

9. Please provide all social media profile or presence usernames, addresses, and links. Failure to disclose all 

accounts for which you have a recognizable online presence may result in your disqualification as a candidate.  

 

 

 

 

10. What do you view as the purpose for social media? 

 

 

 

11. What makes you an ideal candidate for the position? 

 

 

 



Additional CANDIDATES QUESTIONS for Previous or Current Board Members 

How has the ASCA Board been successful because of your work on the Board? 

How did your preparation and attendance impact your contribution to the Board? 

What have you learned during your time with the Board, and what will you do with that experience moving 

forward? 

Please include a (jpeg) photo submitted with the questionnaire and nomination form. 

Candidate information is posted on the ASCA website at three intervals; March 15, April 1, and 10 days prior to the election 

at the AGM. This FORM must be completed and submitted electronically ONLY by email to parents@albertaschoolcouncils.ca 

mailto:parents@albertaschoolcouncils.ca

	Name: Dr. Ed Tse
	Check Box4: Yes
	Text3: Dr Ed recieved his PhD in the areas of User Experience and Artificial Intelligence. He has worked in Education and Technology for 15 years and has brought multiple products, services, and active curriculum to the market impacting tends of thousands of classrooms daily. In recent years, Dr Ed has been involved with legal matters related student data privacy and security including certification from Education Framework, Common Sense Privacy, and ISO 27001 Information Security Management. Dr Ed's research went viral in 2015 when YouTube first started and led him to teach about social AI. 
	Text1: Dr. Ed Tse is a geek parent who is obsessed about the future. School Councils and ASCA are being asked to do more with less, and Dr. Ed believes that artificial intelligence is a tool to help amplify the parent voice in Alberta. Advocacy resolutions can be used to create Alberta Legislature bills, and to create content that reflects the voice of parents. As the founding School Council Chair for Alberta's first K-9 online school, Dr. Ed sees how education is changing and how artificial intelligence is key to our children's future. 
	Text2: Dr. Ed was the founding School Council Chair for the Blessed Marie Rose school and the first and largest K-9 St Isidore Online School in 2021. He has prioritized ASCA AGM meetings, and has been a vocal advocate for helping principals get over the fear of complaints so that we can directly engage parents in the future of our schools. His School Council work also includes fundraising, playground construction, technology, curriculum, privacy, social media marketing, field trips, and public speaking on creativity, diversity, and AI to students, parents, and teachers in Calgary and Edmonton. 
	Text4: Students today may never write a single line of code in their lifetime but they will use Artificial intelligence (Ai) every time they do a search, watch a video, make or post, or apply for a job online. Dr Ed used to think that to learn Ai you had to learn science, math, and engineering but when he went to industry he learned that knowing social studies and politics was more important because every company that uses Ai is trying to optimize for what it's owner wants most. Alberta's children program an Ai in every interaction they have on the web, they need to know Ai in order to be competitive in the global workplace. 
	Text5: Dr Ed's philosophy has been that the best ideas come from the most diverse decision making tables. Reconciliation cannot happen if those harmed do not have a say in the actions and decisions that will be made. Dr Ed's examples of differing perspectives include explaining how English-only registration forms harm the 1/3 of families in Calgary that do not speak English at home. Using facts and data to support decision makers while respecting those in positions of authority to make the final decision. Dr Ed helped boards become more diverse to expand their creative potential. 
	Text6: Yes, Dr Ed has reviewed the time commitment and feels that it aligns closely with his personal and professional objectives. The parent voice is a passion of Dr. Ed because he knows what it is like to be marginalized and ignored in schools. Dr. Ed sees artificial intelligence as an important tool for our fight for diversity, inclusion, and resilience. Dr Ed is motivated to provide more awareness of diverse cultural experiences to bring forth the best of our cultures to an inclusive Alberta. 
	Text7: Dr. Ed is well connected with the Chinese Community in Alberta, he has attended events related to the Wing Kei nursing home, served as chair of the Calgary Chinese Oratorio Society. He has also worked in EdTech formerly for SMART Technologies for 10 years and 5 years with in privacy and security regulations for NUITEQ. Since Dr Ed will not be working for NUITEQ in May 2023, it would not be possible for these prior connections to be perceived as a conflict of interest. Dr Ed founded Ai Parenting to teach parents and children about artificial intelligence, managing social media, and transforming screen time from sedation, to relation, to creation. 
	Text8: Dr Ed teaches about Ai that impacts social media platforms and as a result, his work involves being on major social media platforms including but not limited to LinkedIn, Facebook, X (formerly Twitter), Instagram, Tiktok, and YouTube.  
	Text9: https://twitter.com/AiParentinghttps://www.facebook.com/AiParentinghttps://www.instagram.com/AiParentinghttps://www.tiktok.com/@AiParentinghttps://www.youtube.com/@AiParenting
	Text10: Dr Ed believes that social media is the power of attention on the Internet and we must choose between good or evil in what we say and what we do on social media. Dr Ed teaches about robots in movies to show that Ai systems do not know what is good and what is evil. Dr Ed teaches that we train an artificial intelligence every time we watch a video or see a post online. Dr Ed teaches students to use social media for good. 
	Text11: As more workers retire in Alberta our workers will asked to do more work with less people. This means that we will rely more on robotics and artificial intelligence. The ideal candidate needs to have an eye on the future for our children. Albertans will not only compete with other Albertans but with a global workplace. Dr. Ed's leading understanding of social artificial intelligence, Ai ethics and bias, and children's privacy and security online makes him an ideal candidate to support the advoacy goals of ASCA in an environment where ASCA is being asked to do more work with less people. 
	Text12: Dr. Ed's work at ASCA has been to amplify the parent voice through his experience with Artificial intelligence and User Experience. He has trained several GPTs to convert ASCA Advocacy Resolutions into Bills that can be passed within the Alberta Legislature and has been sharing these bills with elected Provincial MLAs. Dr. Ed's commitment to the parent voice extends to listening to and amplifying marginalized voice. Dr. Ed's passion from the parent voice comes from knowing what it is like to be marginalized and ignored within schools. 
	Text13: Dr. Ed believes that preparation means being ready to amplify the voice of parents in school councils. To this end Dr. Ed has collected data on 2022-2024 Alberta Legislature Bills, all Alberta Education related acts and policies, and every ASCA Governance Policy and Advocacy resolution to train a custom ChatGPT for Alberta Education. He has used this to draft bills related to Education, and to support ASCA Advocacy policy resolutions. Dr. Ed has also advocated for the parent voice through FOIP requests, through a formal APEGA complaint, and through a Alberta Human Rights complaint. 
	Text14: We learned that no politician can take what ASCA says and turn that into a bill that will be passed as a law in Alberta. ASCA is the most important organizations for obtaining the consent of the collective voice of parents in Schools in Alberta. ASCA membership is voluntary, yet over 1140 School Councils have chosen to pay for ASCA membership representing over 720K voters. The power of our collective voice cannot be denied, but we need the help of parents in schools to amplify this voice. We need a new way to make our voices heard loud and clear in Alberta. 


